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The Mother Devoured in Tina Howe's Birth and After Birth
Tina Howe's Birth and After Birth is a horrifying portrait of motherhood
in American culture. Although her play seems absurd or comedic, it insists
that we listen to its critique of the institution of motherhood as cannibalistic.
This paper argues that Howe presents motherhood as ritual in order for us to
understand how mothers are devoured in our culture.
1
Tina How~;s playwriting career began when she was in college in the
late 1950's, and is often characterized by absurdism. Her plays have
continually returned to focus on artists and families who help Howe
investigate, as Judith Barlow describes it, "the frightening substratum that
exists in all of Howe's works, a substratum inhabited by our fears of death,
abandonment, and loss of creative powers" (UTina Howe" 261). These fears
may reveal themselves too violently or starkly in some of her works, for until
the premier of Painting Churches in 1983, Howe did not gain acceptance by
critics and audiences. Her most famous play, Painting Churches illustrates
the change that Rosette C. Lamont argues was necessary for Howe to gain
favorable recognition. She had .Uto cover her tracks. On the surface, her
plays assumed the smooth mask of realism, and the ironic tone of a slick
comedy of manners.... Yet this seemingly peaceful, comme if taut ambience
never failed to boil up, to erupt in strange volcanic utterances and events"
(29).
Despite possible efforts to tone down her work, Howe continues to
affirm our fears about the secret absurdity of our lives. Speaking of lonesco,
she explains that "He is often called an absurdist. To me he is the ultimate
realist. He shows us the laxness of reality and what a pathetic time we have
getting through the day. For me it's the kitchen sink dramas and the formula
comedies that are absurd because they present us with stereotypes, and not
the real world" (Lamont 27). Although it is arguable that her 1973 play Birth
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and After Birth is realist in its portrayal of the "real world," its rather absurd, or
at least exaggerated, portrait of an American family forces us to recognize a
reality we would like to deny. We see a father who rides elevators naked, a
four-year old son played by a hairy, grown man ("Tina Howe 269), and a
mother who is literally falling to pieces. With such characters, it is no wonder
that Birth and AfterBirth seems itself to be an eruption of "strange volcanic
utterances and events." Despite the urge to dismiss the playas a simple
comedy, we are forced to recognize ourselves in these characters, and that
recognition makes Howe's work difficult.
Few critics have written anything about Birth and After Birth. Usually, it
is cited as evidenced of Howe's interest in the family and of her tendency
toward absurdism. In an unpublished Master's thesis, however, where Sarah
Chambers-Ennis deals with love and savagery in Painting Churches, she uses
Birth and After Birth as a context for her argument that these plays are about
abused children and their abusive parents. She claims that in Birth and After
Birth "the Apples are guilty of physical abuse" (15) and that the play is about
.the issue of child abuse and, for the most part, the struggles of abused
children. Although the Apples do "abuse" Nicky a few times during the play,
and although this cannot be dismissed as unimportant, it seems to me that the
play confronts a still larger issue of the institution of motherhood. Sandy is
being mauled to pieces by her husband and son. Her head leaks and her
teeth fall out, and we are offered no "real" or medical explanation for this; the
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abuse becomes a minor symptom of the mother's need to stop her family from
cannibalizing her.
The definition of motherhood as an institution implies the entrapment of
women, the regulation of actions, and the reduction of an experience
expected to be the most fulfilling and definable moment for a woman. Our
culture has been working to maintain this rather sentimental or naive
perception of motherhood. How-to baby books glorify the role of the mother,
while insisting that every aspect of her role is not only crucial to the
development of her child but that it also reveals her own value as a woman.
In The Myths of Motherhood: How Culture Reinvents the Good Mother, Shari
Thurer investigates the industry of motherhood, which has been created by
psychologists and pUblishing companies. She argues that the industry
creates and contributes to a mother's guilt, explaining that between 1940 and
1980, the "empathic mom" grew out of a modified ideology of motherhood
(247). At the forefront of this shift was Dr. Spock, who placed all sympathy
with the child and none with the mother (Thurer 258).
Of course in the midst of sympathy for the child and the support of
experts such as Dr. Spock, the woman gets lost inside her identity as mother.
Her role is clearly defined and institutionalized. The effect of this, as
Adrienne Rich explains, is that the institution of motherhood has separated
women from men, public from private (the world of work from the domesticated
home), and "has alienated women from our bodies by incarcerating us in
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them" (13). Because women are seen as being gifted with the ability to
create, they are no longer separate from their capacity as mothers; their
bodies regulate and control them. So again, the woman is destroyed by
biology and ideology; the person behind the mother is pushed into the
background by everyone. Writing in the nineties. Thurer explains that even
the literary tradition has contributed to the silencing of the mother, that "until
just twenty years ago, no one spoke with a maternal voice. No one wrote
about the experience of mothering. We have a literary tradition in which a
mother existed only in relation to her children- she was trivialized or
idealized or disparaged- and was never allotted a point of view. Mothers
didn't star in their own dramas" (xx).
In Birth and AfterBirth, Howe struggles with this oversight in literature,
and in American culture as well, and ends up by showing us it is impossible
for a mother to be a star or to have her own drama. That still belongs to her
husband and children. Yet Howe forces us to confront motherhood as an
institution, to examine how traditional notions of motherhood affect the family
structure as well as the identities of women who are part of that structure and
who must also exist outside the family. The play is especially interesting in
that we do not see Sandy, the mother, reject or even question her role as wife
and mother (I use both "wife" and "mother" because, as illustrated by the play,
the wife often becomes mother to her husband as well). Instead, she clings to
.this role, for it is her sole form of identity. Howe does not use Birth and After
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Birth to delve into the past, nor does she attempt to explore the traditions that
have defined motherhood. She does not need to, for the notions of what it
means to be wife and mother have certainly permeated the subconscious of
our whole culture. From psychologists and parenting books, words such as
"nurturing" and "selfless" make up the discourse of motherhood. These words
force women into roles that are both constricting and self-destructive.
In her portrayal of Sandy as mother, Mia's birth charade, and the Whan
See birth, Howe presents motherhood as an almost cannibalistic ritual. We
can begin to recognize this as ritual by watching the Apples. Sandy
constantly follows a set of instructions or a pattern for mothers. She throws
the expected birthday party (she decorates, she wraps the presents, she
bakes the cake- all necessary components of the birthday ritual) and repeats
the mother's script: "It's important for a child to form attachments outside the
home.... Self-discovery is key (66).... There are sacrifices but you gladly
make them" (100). To the spectator, it becomes clear that Sandy is caught
blindly within the discourse of motherhood. Her experience of motherhood is
dictated by the how-to books. The play seems to take place frightfully close to
the surface. Sandy is too involved in pulling off the task of the party, and we
sense that its success will have drastic consequences on Sandy's sense of
worth as a mother.
The birthday party, then, is a ritual in itself as well as part of the ritual
of motherhood. In the play, it functions as a metaphor for the Apples' lives.
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Throughout the play we watch the identity of a woman as mother being
consumed both by the ritual of motherhood and by its magnification in the
ritual of the party. As the play begins, Sandy is finishing the all-night
preparations for Nicky's fourth birthday party. She wraps presents while
shushing her husband, Bill, who wakes Nicky by playing with a tambourine.
Already we see the exhausted mother attempting to control her childish
husband, who is oblivious and who remains so, to her constant efforts. Nicky
"bursts" into the room and demands, "Where's my presents? Where's my
presents?" (48). Within a few minutes, Nicky (with Bill's encouragement)
completely destroys all of his mother's work, disregarding her pleas. Sandy
has immediately been eaten up by her husband and son; she has functioned
as a necessary creator, forgotten once she has successfully fulfilled her task,
her creation trampled. Her role in the ritual is to create it and to serve as its
backbone or structure. She even behaves as well-programmed machinery,
for when she sees her work in ruins, she picks up a broom to clean and to
resume order. As Judith Barlow explains, "the birthday party... is an attempt
to impose order on a family whose mother is physically disintegrating, whose
son is repeatedly described as an animal,and whose father tries to escape
the strictures of corporate life by riding naked in elevators" (Brater 247).
Despite the almost immediate destruction of her order, Sandy continues to try
to sustain it throughout the play, for by successfully playing out the mother's
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script, she should feel fulfilled. Her success, however, becomes more and
more difficult as everything falls to pieces.
She is always interrupted, for interruption is inherent in the script. The
opening scene becomes immediately chaotic through Bill's and Nicky's
interruptions. Everything moves very quickly- Nicky is running, jumping,
diving, and screaming and Bill is chiding and chasing him. At his father's
request, Nicky even puts his Mommy in his new wagon and excitedly pulls his
"big Mommy present" (49) all-over the stage. She is their object and toy, for
she exists to satisfy their needs as well as their wants. It is clear that Sandy's
family believes her to have further obligations to them; she is expected to
maintain her energy and to enjoy their games, regardless of her words of
opposition. Her son actually pulls her about, presenting the literal enactment
of her responsibilities as empathic mother where "the child was to set the
pace of child care, with mom in tow. .. all the while, 'having fun'" (Thurer 248).
And the mother is forced to resign herself to her family's whims as she is
consumed by all the action. She becomes one of her son's toys, literally
buried beneath the rest of Nicky's presents, with no one to hear her. As her
last feeble plea, Sandy explains, "I haven't even had a chance to pee" (50)-
her family denies her biological needs although she has fulfilled their
necessities. So from the beginning, we see that the sacrifices Sandy
mentions later are enormous, their sum her self. Just as she gets lost and
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buried in the chaos of the party, Sandy is visible to her family only in terms of
"Mommy."
Yet we wonder how Sandy can resign herself, how she can allow
herself to become a toy, or why she will give up her selfhood to her child and
husband. Howe shows us what is happening, but she does not provide
reasons. But again, these expectations are rooted firmly in the institution of
motherhood and they threaten a woman's identity by making a claim of her as
mother by determining her success at maintaining this role. Thurer discusses
the expectations placed on a mother by the outside world- it actually seems
that a mother is seen and judged at all times- and she explains that:
Pretending to have a good time while diapering baby was not enough-
you had to really enjoy it. A deficient mother (you!) could be exposed
by the very symptoms of your child's pathology. Crankiness in a baby,
withdrawal, uncontrollable crying, school phobia, surliness- all
betrayed mother's ineptness. (261)
An "inept" woman would fail not only herself and her children but, more
importantly, American society.
The chaotic birthday scene, where everyone is shouting and no one
listening, shows that Sandy is disconnected. She cannot be heard and no
one will allow her to communicate. She seems to fade into the set, with
absolutely no control. In fact, it seems that motherhood requires Sandy to be
a sponge; she must be there, soaking up everything her family spews out,
which helps to keep everything dispersed and less volatile while it keeps her
cleaning. This become problematic, for simply by examining the party, we
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have seen that, as mother, Sandy is the organizer and the person responsible
for her family's maintenance, yet her role is so formulated that she seems
disposable and replaceable. She has side-lined herself or placed herself in
the background. She recognizes that she has disappeared and she tries to
become visible or audible again by speaking up for herself: "Nobody cares
about anything around here.... And not one thank you. I never heard one
thank you for anything" (50-51). But her anger is insignificant; it means
nothing. Nor should she ask for thanks when she is merely doing her duty.
She gets nothing from the exchange except, possibly, society's approval of
her.
Still Sandy is unable to gain overt control, for when she disappears she
seems to fall more easily into the childlike patterns used by her husband and
son in order to be seen and heard. She snaps often at Nicky, who she says
"ruins everything" (50), throughout the play; at one point, she "shoves" a glass
of juice at him, exclaiming "Here's your damned grape juice, without ice...
nice and warm!" (72) and, another time, "He's impossible!" (69). She also hits
Nicky, which is one of the moments of abuse discussed by Chambers-Ennis.
Rich sees these frustrated moments as normal for any mother, but she
explains that, regardless of their comprehensibility, evenihe recognition by a
mother of such discouragement drudges up her guilty conscience, as women
have been conditioned to see love and anger as incompatible (46). Still, Rich
insists that "Love and anger can exist concurrently; anger at the conditions of
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motherhood can become translated into anger at the child, along with the fear
that we are not 'loving'; grief at all we cannot do for our children in a society
so inadequate to meet human needs becomes translated into guilt and self-
-
lacerationD (52). Because of the impossible demands the institution places
upon the mother-child relationship, Nicky and Sandy both suffer.
In addition to acting childishly toward Nicky in an effort to relieve her
conscience and to regain control, Sandy resorts to childish talk with Bill. She
tells about sucking her thumb and about her own best birthday party; yet she
remains disconnected, for Bill won't "mother" her. Instead, she and Bill talk at
each other, over each others' voices, and suddenly all three family members
become alienated. In these instances, the mother is not attempting to keep
the family going, but to recover her self, which results in the loss of everyone.
She says, "I used to suck mine.... I sucked my thumb until I was twenty-two.
. . . Ever since I woke up this morning, I've had this itching" (52-53). She
refers to herself repeatedly in this section of the play, as she tries to regain
her selfhood and to insist upon her existence, but no one acknowledges it or
hears her.
It seems that Howe is getting at something here, too, for even Sandy
would rather be mothered than be Mother. Because no one listens to the
mother and because she becomes the body to feed and to protect, we long to
remain her children. Howe illustrates this most blatantly by having a grown
man play Nicky, reminding us that the role of the child is not always that
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distant from our lives as adults. Also, Bill acts like a child throughout the play;
he relates much more easily to his four-year old son, with whom he often
takes sides against Sandy, the mother. Yet no one will mother the mother.
Even though she, too, pleads for mother-like nurturing, neither Nicky nor Bill
will provide it, for they seem to recognize that it would take something from
them.
The role of nurturer takes a lot, in fact, for motherhood becomes a
cannibalistic ritual; Sandy continually offers herself to her family because of
the cultural promises about motherhood. Our culture places enormous
demands on our mothers, but if these demands are eagerly met, then a
woman acquires nearly goddess-like status. Although Sandy recognizes that
"there are sacrifices," she is so caught up in the belief that motherhood is
necessary for self-actualization that she cannot conceive of any alternative.
The institution of motherhood "demands of women maternal 'instinct' rather
than intelligence, selflessness rather than self-realization, relation to others
rather than the creation of the self' (Rich 42). Therefore, it is not that she
chooses her self-annihilation, but that she believes her position to be
necessary or the only possibility. Howe shows us how dangerous motherhood
can be to women brought up in American culture. Although she does not
describe Sandy's past, we understand that she is representative of our
cultural image of Mother: a woman who maintains a household, nurtures both
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husband and child, and who is a woman only if she has "felt life moving inside
her" (77).
Because she defines "womanhood" as necessarily embracing
"motherhood," Sandy's relationship with the childless Mia Freed maddens her.
Mia reflects order and wholeness as she enters the chaotic party, yet Sandy
sees her as a threat. She becomes defensive about her imprisoning role. As
a sort of induction ceremony into motherhood, Sandy forces Mia into labor.
Through her representation of the birth ritual on stage, Howe disturbs us, for it
is essentially a charade, yet it is seemingly real to the actors. Sandy is so
convinced of the rightness of motherhood and she needs so much to convince
Mia of the worth of motherhood in order to convince herself of it that she
forces Mia to have contractions, while she attempts to ease her through the
ritual. This time, Sandy is not listening as Mia screams"I. .. don't. .. want. ..
thisf' (103). Assimilation into motherhood requires that the woman's voice be
heard no longer, her desires muted, for it is no longer about her self. Mia
even loses consciousness during the ritual, either as the ultimate result of her
induction into the institution, or as the only possible rejection of it.
In addition to Sandy's ritual of motherhood and Mia's birth ritual
charade, Howe incorporates the story of another birth ritual, told by the
Freeds, about the Whan See tribe. The description is terrifying, for it seems
"animalistic" and "unnatural," yet by juxtaposing all three rituals, Howe forces
us to see horrifying connections. In the cases of Mia and the Whan See, birth
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has been ritualized to the extent that the natural is reversed; Mia is forced into
false labor, while the Whan See mother gives birth to the same child
innumerable times. By extension, Sandy's ritualized behavior as a mother is
unnatural as well, for she willingly cannibalizes herself for her family to thrive.
In a sense, she "gives birth" all her life, for her body is continually seized by
the demands of her family. Both birth scenes become almost unbearable to
us Oust as Sandy's life is unbearable to watch); the rhythm of the reinsertion
and rebirth of the Whan See baby parallels Sandy's repeated torture as she
submits herself to her family's demands. We see Mia's hands pushing and
receiving, taking and giving back to the beat of the heart, while Sandy's
periodic screams remind us, as well as Mia, of what is really happening. This
birth ritual shows us that, for Sandy, motherhood is both beautiful and
horrifying; she desperately desires and believes in the beauty of birth. yet she
punctuates it with screams. The rhythm of the Whan See birth carries the
play into the next scene; it is this rhythm, which had once been transferred
into Mia's hands, that has now taken over her entire body. The ritual gives
the impression that it makes order out of the chaos; however. that order is
undesirable, for it does not fit easily. it must be forced. And again we hear
Sandy's screams both fighting against the ritual and participating in its rhythm,
as the play reaches its most wrenching moments.
But the origin of Sandy's screams is unclear, for her life comes from
giving life. In a sense, she is responsible for inducing Mia's labor, so her
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screams may represent her horror at the charade. It is also possible that
Sandy has reached a moment of vague understanding she can take no
further. In both birth scenes, she sees the birth ritualized, and she sees that it
becomes almost too mechanical to be stopped. The mothers are caught
between the desire to give birth and the need to retain their selves, which is
the struggle that has continued to confront Sandy since she first gave birth
and became a mother. The moment of birth promises the greatest fulfillment,
for it is the last moment of union between mother and child. Mia desires this,
but she knows that it is only a moment and that once she has lost herself to
her child, she will no longer be whole. The Whan See mother may recognize
this as well, while the community attempts to recreate this moment for her, or
for them, before it becomes impossible to experience it with her child again.
Sandy screams because she glimpses this- she momentarily sees her self
lost to her child, she sees herself trying to maintain forever the impossible
connection through her everyday routine as Nicky's mother- and it becomes
clear that she has lost that moment and that it cannot be recreated. Like the
Whan See baby, Sandy was submerged by the moment of birth and reborn
as mother. By asking, "Does Nicky want to play Babies?" (56), Sandy tries to
communicate with her son, to recreate her role and the birth, but it is, of
course, a failure. She is left alienated from her son as well as from herself.
She responds, "Nicky, we can't play now, Mommy has to get the party ready"
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(57). She speaks of herself as "Mommy" because she is no longer able to see
herself as anything else.
And so Sandy is lost in the moment of motherhood, and the Whan See
birth ritual reenacts this moment, which spans Sandy's life. The Whan See
mother cries out in birth, and the community begins reinserting the child,
again and again, into her body. They interpret her needs for her; they force
her to fill herself up repeatedly with her child, which breaks her because she
must continually offer the protection of her womb to her child. Sandy's lifetime
as Nicky's (and Bill's) mother follows the same script. American society has
determined, and has convinced her of, her place in a similar cycle. Like the
Whan See mother, she must fill herself up with her family's needs again and
again, until she reaches a state of numb shock that is similar to the Whan See
mother's. Neither woman can feel herself any longer; her body has been
forced to feed and shelter others to the point of saturation. Because of the
expectations placed on them, they have essentially become empty wombs,
and their shells break apart easily; the Whan See mother plunges to her
death, while Sandy is barren and cracking open.
The seeming impossibility for Sandy to escape these expectations
surfaces in her relationship with Mia Freed. She cannot comprehend Mia, for
Mia does not buy into it, she refuses to participate in the ritual. By presenting
these two women, Howe blatantly offers two choices for women, and it seems
that Mia represents the most desirable one, or at least she is the better option
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in a mother-devouring culture. Even her name, which suggests "me" and
"free," seems to keep Mia fundamentally at odds with Sandy. Still, Sandy
fantasizes that upon seeing her family the Freeds will decide to start a family
as well. Again, Sandy responds with scripted phrases- "But they're missing
so much" (67). She needs to undermine them; Mia is an enormous threat to
her for she proves the possibility of a woman's existence outside motherhood.
Yet she never acknowledges what they are missing. Clearly, it would be too
painful to acknowledge her reality, for although she is broken apart by her
husband and child, she has chosen to be a mother, and she is expected, as
Thurer explains, "to really enjoy it" (261). Still, she has not achieved the
fulfillment promised by motherhood while Mia, on the other hand, seems
happy and is physically still holding together.
Clearly, Sandy grounds herself in what she has been taught by our
culture- that it is good to be a mother, to parent children of your own kind. It
becomes more evident that Sandy's jealousy springs from her recognition of
her own entrapment. She remarks, "Of course we don't get to travel like they
do, we don't have their kind of freedom... and we don't speak all the
languages they do.... They do get out more than we so.... Of course, Mia
looks younger than me" (77). It is the more superficial, material aspects
Sandy misses; however, they are indications of a personal freedom to develop
outside the confines of motherhood, and of the need for her own identity to be
liberated from that of "mother." Sandy's motherhood has denied her Mia's
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professional world, which enables women to work toward goals of needed
selfishness, toward Rich's "self-realization" (42). Sandy can know herself only
as she is known by others. and by Nicky. as "Mommy."
Motherhood turns women against one another in this play. for Sandy
becomes numb to and dismissive of other women. She loses her sensitivity to
issues outside the discourse of motherhood. "Well, I guess some women just.
.. can't have children" (104). Sandy cannot consider opting not to be a
mother, that a woman won't have children. Mia therefore becomes almost
invisible; she is incomprehensible, so Sandy does not trouble herself and
instead retrieves the birthday cake in which she is invested and with which
she is connected, the thing that makes her a good mother. By going back to
the cake, she reaffirms her success as mother. and by restarting the birthday
party, she attempts to restore order once again. She reinserts herself into her
family's cycle of need.
The relationship between Sandy and Mia is never restored, indicating
Howe's conviction that motherhood separates and fragments women rather
than completes them. Despite her family, Sandy is alone with them, and
because of them, she is isolated from other women. She is contained by her
role, and she is denied relationships with outsiders because she is "needed"
too much by her family. Yet Sandy is the one who needs Mia because she
hopes to see herself in her. By looking to another woman, Sandy might be
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able to recognize herself. But they are too different now; the image of
wholeness, although desirable, is foreign to Sandy.
And so we are back to the problem of Sandy's identity. She is Mother,
but she senses that she has bought into an identity that has cheated her. She
senses her alienation, she feels that she is not bonded to her child, and her
only answer is to give birth again. She cannot and, unnoticed by everyone,
she begins to fall apart.
BILL: Four years old... Wowl
SANDY: [Scratching.] Ever since I woke up this morning, I've had this
itching...
BILL: When a kid turns four, then it's time to buy a movie camera,
right?
SANDY: It's strange, because I've never had dandruff...
BILL: Put away the Polaroid and bring out the Super 8.
SANDY: When I looked in the mirror this morning, I saw an old lady.
Not old old, just used up. [She scratches her head; a shower of sand
falls out.] It's the weirdest thing, it doesn't look like dandruff or eczema,
but more like... I don't know, like my head is drying up and leaking...
BILL: You see, if Daddy didn't take pictures on your birthday, then none
of us would remember what you looked like when you were little.
SANDY: My head is leaking...
BILL: [Picking up his camera, starts shooting NICKY at close range.]
Time passes so fast, before you know it, you'll be an old man in a
nursing home.
SANDY: [Shaking out more sand.] My brains are drying up...
BILL: Not a lonely old man, Nick, but one with movies of his youth:
birthday parties, Christmases, visits to the zoo.
SANDY: [Pulling out a fistful of hair.] And now my hair is falling out by
the roots.
BILL: Shit, you'll be the most popular guy in the nursing home. "Have
you seen Mr. Apple's movies of his fourth birthday party?" the little old
ladies will say.
SANDY: Poor Mommy's going bald.
(53)
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Sandy is disintegrating, and no one notices. She tells them; but once again,
we see that she is not heard and that she has been pushed into the
background by her family. She needs to say "Poor Mommy," but still no one
-
listens. Bill tramples over her with his words--his fantasies about home
movies and his son's popularity as a baby in the nursing home prevent him
from hearing anyone else- and he can't even hear or see his leaking wife,
who is crushed beneath his words.
Finally, Sandy must extend her role as mother to her husband. Neither
Nicky nor Bill listen to her, although they need and demand_that she listen to
them. Her family is deaf to her because, as Rich explains, "The 'family' really
means 'the mother,' who carries the major share of child-rearing, and who
also absorbs the frustrations and rage her husband may bring home from
work.... Her own anger becomes illegitimate, since her job is to provide him
with the compassion and comfort he needs at home" (54). In the play,
however, we sense that Bill thinks Sandy has failed in her role as comforter or
mother-figure. Bill tries to talk to her about a letter accusing him of
"professional inconsistency," but she cannot hear him. After describing the
letter, he says, "There's talk around the office that Brill is going to ask for my
resignation." And she responds, "Well, after drinking so much sugar water so
fast, Nicky's tummy was all full of gas bubbles and Mommy had to burp him.
[Starts thumping his back.]" (58-59). Sandy later recognizes her failure as her
husband's confidante when she is forced to listen to his story again, in front of
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their friends. He describes an employee at his company who is a naked
elevator rider- it is a pathetic story, and Sandy knows that he is describing
himself- and she is immediately embarrassed, for had she listened earlier he
would not be talking now. All she can do now is plead, "Oh Bill. ... He made
the whole thing up.... Bill, really, I. ... He made it all up" (86). But again,
she is overridden by his words, and this time she must take the blame.
Bill's weakness is exposed in the public realm, which should have been
prevented by Sandy, signalling the falling apart of the entire family. Because
of this incident, Sandy will not be able to maintain the family unit for much
longer. She begins leaking more obviously throughout the play, and still no
one notices when hair falls out and she loses a tooth. She is falling apart, she
is "used up" (53), because she is becoming someone else with whom she
cannot identify. The self that can no longer have children is, to her,
incomprehensible. Since Sandy can only identify with motherhood, she has
lost the ability to give life and she becomes unrecognizable, even to herself.
Because she has allowed herself to exist only Mother, by her mid-thirties she
is used up.
Howe's play frighteningly illustrates the physical, literal disintegration of
the mother, the inevitable result of the institution of motherhood. Sandy's
party is demolished, her words trampled, and her selfhood devoured. The
constant energy Bill and Nicky display comes directly from the mother, and
soon there will be nothing left; she is a limited resource. She doesn't even
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have anything inside to feed a fetus, for her family takes everything. During
the closing scene we hear Sandy, "Oh nol. .. My front tooth just fell out. ..
Look!. .. [Showing NICKY.] Look at Mommy's tooth, Nicky. What do you
think? [BILL sings a fanfare.] It looks so... small... lying in my hand... The
other one is loose too" (113-114). Her rate of disintegration has increased so
drastically by the end of the play that she has passed entirely into old age,
while Bill salutes her disintegration.
Shortly before this, Sandy utters the crucial phrase, "When I looked in
the mirror this morning, I saw an old lady who could only conceive once... My
hair is falling out and I could only conceive once" (111). With these words
Sandy's predicament becomes clear, but complicated- motherhood has
destroyed her organism, removing her ability to become mother again.
Because she cannot, she ceases to exist. She is losing control without an
identity, and it is the play's insanity that Sandyis unrecognized destructive
position illustrates. We hear her, but never coherently or strongly, while both
Bill and Nicky are deaf to her pleas and blind to her deterioration. They are
both animals who need the selfless, unconditional mother figure in order to
flourish. Her brains have dried up, but it is clear that she still maintains her
faith in the institution when she utters the play's final words, "Four years ago
today, you made us the happiest family in the world!" (114).
Chambers-Ennis reads this closing scene as optimistic, for it "includes
no fighting, no impatience, no violence, no demands- just a loving family all
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together, preparing to watch a home video" (52). Not only do we know that
the video will painfully reveal what we just saw, it is impossible to feel good
about Sandy's words. She utters the lie inherent in our image of motherhood:
that no matter what happens to you, your children and your husband will be
enough, their existence gives yours value. But Sandy's physical body is
about to die, and we have not witnessed any moments of happiness during
the play. She cannot mean what she is saying. Yet we know that she must in
order to save herself for a bit longer, which is what makes this play one of
Howe's most disturbing and insightful explorations of the American family.
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Women Speak in the Stanzaic Morte Arthur
The women in the Stanzaic Morte Arthur have been silenced by
Arthur's court and by readers and critics. This paper argues, however, that
they speak against their role as silent bodies, and that we need to begin to
listen to them. Connections between women and death and between women
and silence have enabled cultures to keep women conspicuously absent from
storytelling and from art, but they still tell their own story.
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Unto Jesu Crist I ask a boon,
And to his Moder, Mary bright:
Lord, as thou madest both sun and moon,
And God and Man art most of might,
Bring this soul unto Thy trone,
And ever Thou rewdest on gentle knight.
(II. 3940-3945)
The Stanzaic Morte Arthur ends with the singing of monks; Launcelot
has just died, Gaynor has been buried next to Arthur, and it is the monks who
make music out of all this death. They can articulate this loss and they offer
us a place to look that is beyond life, since life is only about anticipating
death. Even the poem's title suggests our anticipation of death because it
reminds us that, although it tells a story of the living, the defining moment of
the story is Arthur's death. They sing, "'Jesu, that suffred woundes
sore,lGraunt us all the bliss of heven!'" (II. 3968-69); we are reminded of the
pain of each wound, of the moments of individual loss in life that can be made
whole again only through the death of the entire body and the entrance into a
bodiless afterlife. The poem closes as a sort of death-scene with separate
deaths and burial plots, reminding us that we are alone in death, that death
could really be the horrifying moment where individual life is no longer a part
of the whole. Yet the monks attempt to maintain wholeness through their
position between physical life on earth and spiritual life through Jesus. They
shift the focus from the dead Arthur, Launcelot, and Gaynor to the image of
"all the bliss of heven," where bliss is imagined as the unchanging, all-
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encompassing aura of the place "heven," where the woundes are no longer
demanding specific attentions.
The monks create beauty out of death, they create one out of many,
and they create a future. In other words, the monks' voices become art, if we
think of art as that which is beautiful, often painfully so, because it speaks
across time and people and implies unity, transcendence, eternity, a collective
voice. Julia Kristeva points specifically to monks as eternal speakers as well,
explaining that, "medieval monks did promote sadness: as mystical ascesis
(acedia) it became essential as a means toward paradoxical knowledge of
divine truth and constituted the major touchstone for faith" (8). And so the
monks become our means of knowing and coping, for they stand firmly as a
bridge between our sadness in life and the glowing promise of eternity. They
are able to articulate sadness and to speak it for all men; they bring beauty to
death with their unified voice.
But of course, monks are not the only ones who speak in this poem. In
fact, their transcendent and soothing voice resembles the voices of Arthur, his
knights, and the poet. Arthur speaks on behalf of his nation, the knights
speak in the name of nobility, and the poet speaks as designated artist. Each
is artist in his own way, for he creates meaning for the rest of us out of his
actions and words. So the poem, simply because it is a poem, but also
because it is a poem about fighting for one's nation, carrying on legacies of
brotherhood and chivalry, and trying to recuperate losses, speaks for all men,
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for all time. But this is problematic, for it tells a story from which women are
absent. And because we are trained to believe in the good of the nation and
to pay attention to these "public" issues, the voices of Gaynor and the Lady of
Ascolot have been read by us, by the poet, and by the monks, knights, and
Arthur, as inconsequential distractions.
Critics have not paid much attention to the voice of women; instead,
they have looked at the poem as a piece of art that needs to be held up to
certain criteria in order to judge that it speaks "artistically" well, or they have
looked inside the poem, at its plot, to determine what these men are fighting
for and, therefore, at what they are saying. For the most part, however, The
Stanzaic has initiated little discussion, outside of its function in relation to
Malory's Morte Darthur. In his 1972 article "The Theme and Structure of the
Stanzaic Morte Arthur," Richard Wertime points to most scholars' dismissal of
the Stanzaic as not entirely just, but still understandable. He makes an
attempt to reclaim the integrity of the poem, despite its five "anomalies
[awkwardness, discrepencies, tyrannical necessity, mixed focus, and
arbitrariness] which frustrate the enjoyment of the reader today" (1075). Still,
Wertime claims, the poem "conveys a sense of serious purpose and
understandable design'J (1075). Taking Wertime's cue, a few scholars have
examined the Stanzaic more closely in terms of theme, structure, and
characterization, and have found that the poem is in itself worthy of
discussion. The poet's design (Knopp) and use of irony (Alexander) and
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repetition (Jaech) have all received attention. Also, the parting scene
between Gaynor and Launcelot has been examined a few times for its
power and beauty, and for its function within the poem (Jaech, Beston and
Beston).
I, too, am drawn toWertime's argument but, more specifically, to his
comment that "the queen... is important primarily as a causal factor in the
breakup of Arthur's Court; this accomplished, she becomes little more than a
passive object of dispute, and effectively disappears for a large part of the
action" (1076). According to this statement, Gaynor is virtually absent from
the poem, and by designating her as a "causal factor," Wertime keeps her
classified as a disruptive object; a cause does not speak, it is. Also, the
statement insists that the Stanzaic is about lithe breakup of Arthur's Court" or,
in other words, that its concern is with the relationships between men, and
that it is the poet's intent for the reader to be focused on and concerned with
the court's fraternity.
Despite her crucial importance to the poem's action, Gaynor is left out
of most of the Stanzaic's scholarly debate. But by dismissing Gaynor as
merely a cause, by seeing her as voiceless, we make her so. The monks
speak so clearly and beautifully because we have been trained to listen to
them; we long for the promise of wholeness since these promises protect us
from death. But we are not really asked, or taught, to listen to Gaynor. We
assume that she must be weeping either alone, selfishly, or with us, for the
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sake of a lost nation, and she is silenced by our assumptions. In fact, it is
easier to keep her silenced and voiceless because if we begin to see her and
the other women of the Stanzaic as equally a part of the story, then we will
have to begin to listen to them. Their voices become detectable only when we
grant them, as the poet has, the possibility of saying something. But they
seem to weep more than they say things and they die alone, wordlessly, and
so their articulation is, at times, both garbled and frightening. Because their
weeping is intense and constant, and because weeping comes from sadness
and loss, we do not want to hear what these women are trying to articulate.
Besides, they speak in a language to which we are not trained to listen; they
seem to utter through weeping, while the monks sing out clearly and the poet
writes it all for us to hear.
It seems to me, then, that the issue is not has the poet written a good
poem, but rather, what does the poem reveal about the importance of
women's voices for brotherhood and for poetry? Arthurian literature
continually focuses on fraternity and death, but the Stanzaic Morte Arthur
offers us a chance to see through the realm of the knights at court. In the
poem, their world is continually disrupted by the utterances of women, so
much so that it becomes clear that the public and private spheres, the worlds
of men and women, are deeply intertwined. Although we are left with sadness
at the death of Arthur's men and their era, the sadness is uncomfortable, for
we are not entirely satisfied. Because they are weeping and because they
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have attempted to speak throughout the poem, we sense that Gaynor and the
other women have been resisting something, but that they are not really
listened to by the noble Arthur and his knights. Still, both the poet and those
of the Round Table heard these utterances and translated them into art. The
men have spoken for the women; they have granted Gaynor and the Lady of
Ascolot the utterances that enable them to act. For Wertime, these weeping
women have a physical or material importance because they serve as the
stimulus for the "real" thought and action; for the poet and the knights,
however, the women offer a space from which they can create.
For this paper, I would like to examine how and why the voices of
Gaynor and the Lady of Ascolot are reappropriated and therefore silenced, in
a sense, by Arthur and his knights and by readers and critics, in order to give
their voices back to them. By looking at culture theory that analyzes how
women have become associated with death and individuation and with
melancholy and loss, we can understand why they have been silenced.
Because culture has dictated that women are supposed to speak private
concerns and to mourn private losses, their individual utterances are believed
to counter art. Their voices seem to topple inward, remaining incoherent and
excessive for the project of unity. But the poet allows their weeping to disrupt
the Stanzaic so often and so forcefully that we cannot read them as
superfluous. Not only do they playa necessary role in the production of art,
but also they articulate such a strong resistance to their role as silent bodies
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that their voices can be heard, producing an art that offers a different story
about unity.
The story makes Gaynor the agent of fragmentation rather than unity.
illustrating an association between women and division. The Stanzaic begins
in Arthur's and Gaynor's bed chamber; a place that is hidden from a national
sphere and that suggests Gaynor's position both as Iife-giving to the workings
of the court and as an intruder:
Til on a time that it befell
The king in bed lay by the queen...
"Sir, your honour beginnes to fall,
That wont was wide in world to sprede,
Of Launcelot and other all,
That ever so doughty were in deed."
(II. 17-28)
She is life-giving because she is a vital part of Arthur's life behind the public
sphere, and this realm is where Arthur does his thinking about the nation, yet
she is an intruder because the king is expected to stand alone and to think
only through and for his people. She is "naturally" separate from the nation,
while Arthur is one with his people. Her separation or alienation becomes
evident, since soon Sir Agravain "For men told in many a thederrhat
Launcelot by the queen lay" (II. 61-62). Gaynor's private interests, rather than
her public deeds, are the court's concern. And so already Gaynor is placed in
a bind, for she is expected to speak to and to confide in Arthur, yet she must
only articulate certain things. Already, the capacity of her voice is limited by
the public'S beliefs about what she should be speaking.
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Gaynor's encouragement to Arthur to hold a tournament is evidence of
this contradictory position, for she sees the intricacies of the court, she knows
that it is disintegrating, yet her verbalization of this makes this fragmentation
more real because it must now be acknowledged. She becomes the stimulus
of destruction; she enters the world of men that, despite the fragmentation she
points to by warning Arthur of his falling reputation, appears unified, and she
forces this world to confront its own fragmentation. As soon as she voices the
need for a tournament, the court begins to divide itself. It is at the moment
that Arthur leaves for the tournament that the poet explains,
The king sat upon his steed,
And forth is went upon his way;
Sir Agravain for such a need,
At home beleft, for sooth to say,
For men told in many a thede
That Launcelot by the queen lay;
For to take them with the deed,
He awaites both night and day.
(II. 57-64)
So it now seems that this "noble king"'s court that is full of rumors and of
dissent; Gaynor speaks only of Arthur's reputation as a brave knight, but it is
immediately read by the court as the articulation of all aspects of his honor.
Her voice becomes muted during the poem, since the court is eager to read
into her words when they point to a problem with her rather than to a problem
of mutual loss. Also, although such a tournament is meant to reunite Arthur's
court to him and therefore to rejuvenate a sort of national unity, it is made
clear that Gaynor's interests stem from the particularity of her relationship to
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her husband. She says, "'Sir, your honour beginnes to fall llJ (I. 25); and so it is
her interest in her husband's reputation, rather than an interest in a group
unity, that enables Gaynor to plot knights against one another. (Although his
reputation is necessary to group unity, Gaynor's initiative keeps her separate
from the community. As Agravain's immediate accusation illustrates, she is
suspect.) The tournament does not necessarily bring death, but it has the
potentiality of death and the reality of division, and so Gaynor is already set
up as the force that goes almost deliberately against Arthur's court, as the
thing that is constantly pushing against its goodness and its wholeness, since
she chooses to speak, and therefore to intrude, rather than to keep silent.
In his study of Merina death rituals, Maurice Bloch offers a cultural
analysis that helps to explain why Gaynor is placed so easily in the role of
intruder. Critics read her this way, as do the knights; she becomes associated
with death and division. Bloch's essay "Death, women, and power" traces the
connection between women and death and dirtiness, between women and a
fierce negativity, as coming from the natural connection between women and
birth. Because it is the woman who gives birth, she is responsible for
separating, for she physically separates her child from her self; in Merina
death rituals, the mother is held accountable for separation, a moment that
goes against unity, against nationhood, while it simultaneously points to
particularity, to relationships that have individual interests that are separate
from those of the group. This vision of the woman as the undesirable agent of
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division becomes an important part of the identities of both Gaynor and the
Lady of Ascolot, for it is these women who get posited as responsible for
various divisions within the Stanzaic, and it is these women who must take up
the position of the death-bearing woman, for division brings death. And
because they are the agents of division, their voices are muffled. They are
heard only when they can be read as speaking the language of division; their
weeping and protests about their role as intruder seems to fall on deaf ears.
The knights, as well as ourselves, assume that they weep for their guilty
burdens (we expect that they are guilty of something, since the court is
disintegrating and Gaynor is having an affair), and because we know why they
are weeping we need not listen to them to discover any other reasons.
Gaynor is made the agent of fragmentation in another, more alarming
way as well, for she is made responsible for the death of the Scottish knight.
Again, because she is culturally set up as a counter-force, her voice cannot
over-speak her position. She unknowingly poisons the knight, yet her position
as guilty of the crime is alarming, for it is evidence of the court's insistence on
seeing her as the death-bearing agent of division and treason. Because her
voice has already been determined to be self-centered and against unity, she
has no way to protest her position through her own voice. And because her
weeping and begging, which becomes nearly unbearable to witness, points to
a problem larger than that of her own actions as an individual, she cannot be
understood, she cannot be heard. Again, she is conveniently hated and
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loved; the court is able to justify its hate of her by claiming their previous love
for her and by naming her as the reason for problems within the court. The
poet writes,
Knighte~ don none other might
But buried him with dole ynow
At a chapel with riche light,
In a forest by a clough;
A riche tomb they·did be dight,
A crafty clerk the lettres draw,
How there lay the Scottish knight
The queen Gaynor with poison slogh.
(II. 872-9)
The court claims that they can do nothing more than bury the knight nobly,
while ascribing the crime to Gaynor and inscribing it on the tomb. Therefore,
they are able to displace the guilt that accompanies the realization that their
unity and hospitality is infected with treason onto Gaynor. Through his written
words, which will speak eternally for the court, the clerk has maintained a
unified loss, while possibly inscribing Gaynor as voiceless by denying her
authorship. She becomes the sacrifice of the court in order for its members to
continue to produce the noble and grand court for which Arthur is renowned
and, again, she seems to play out this role willingly. She must sense both the
necessity of it as well as the uselessness of speaking, for her weeping, which
lIwas her moste cheer" (I. 725), serves as a protest to this position.
Gaynor also serves to divide when she breaks her marriage to Arthur
through her relationship with Launcelot. Arthur's union with the queen is a
part of what makes his identity or image as a king whole; once this image is
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broken through her verbalization, Arthur as maintainer of one great
harmonious kingdom that is complete in itself is destroyed, and must be
replaced by a more disjointed or fragmented image, where he is a king who
must mediate various interests that occur separately within the whole of the
kingdom. Although Launcelot certainly plays a part in this fragmentation, he
is gUiltless in the court's eyes. The knights blame Gaynor for his loss rather
than blame both for the loss of the kingdom: "Madame, how may thou to us
take/And wot thyself so witterlylThat thou hast Launcelot du Lake/Brought out
of ower company?U (II. 1380-84). And while the image of a king made of
fragments is more realistic- since wholeness, as the disruptive women's
voices insist, is a myth- it is an image of death, for it destroys not only
Arthur's fantasy about his marriage and his position as King Arthur, but also
the court's fantasy of its king.
Because Gaynor is unquestionably designated the intruder by the poet
and by Arthur and his court, it becomes nearly impossible for her to be heard.
She is read by the knights as the agent of division to the kingdom through the
tournament, the poisoned knight, and her affair with Launcelot. As a woman,
she is already understood to be tied to death; she can give birth, she is
"inherentlf invested in individual interests, and so her words are read as
going against the group. It seems she cannot speak; however, her voice
continually surfaces throughout the poem. The poet allows her to speak and
to protest. For example, early in the poem she says, "Launcelot, what dostou
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here with me?/The king is went and the court bydene;/I drede we shall
discovered be/Of the love is us between" (II. 69-72), and it is not unusual to
witness such a protest. In fact, we see that her concern is for the unity of the
court rather than with individual pleasure. Yet, from the opening scene where
Gaynor spurs the story of Arthurs death, she has been set up in an
oppositional position. Her intentions are assumed by everyone, so her words
lose the power of her meaning. In this instance, where she asks Launcelot to
leave, we see how her voice is nullified, for Launcelot does not leave. He
disregards her voice. So while Gaynors voice continu~s to punctuate the
poem, it seems to serve the art of the poem rather than to grant her any power
in the story. It is a voice put up against the knights and reappropriated by the
poet. A woman's voice disrupts and colors the poem yet, because we pay
more attention to the poet and the monks, she cannot be artist.
Through his anthropological work, then, Bloch provides the explanation
that women are "naturally" associated with death because they are the bodies
that create bodies that die, rather than the minds that transcend the material
through thought; they are not permitted to speak beyond their individual
present. On the other hand, because it is the male who is beyond the
physicality of existence, it is the male artist who is responsible for creating
nobility and beauty from a woman's death. Klaus Theweleit argues that the
death of women is necessary to the Orphic production of art, that the artist
needs to experience such death in his life so that he can create new works.
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Gaynor is the last to die in the Stanzaic; it is specifically her death that
enables the monks to sing, or to be artists. Although the only women we ever
really hear utterances from in the poem are Gaynor and the Lady of Ascolot. it
.-
seems that they are the ones who enable the production of various kinds of
art. In addition to their capacity to divide, both women are closely associated
with death in the poem; in fact. Gaynor can be seen as lifeless in a way, for
she is often either closed up in her bed chamber or. eventually, in the
convent. The Lady of Ascolot is nearly dead in life as well. for she pleads with
Launcelot. "'Sir, yif that your wiJles wereJSithe I of thee ne may have
moreJSome thing ye wolde beleve me here,lTo look on when me longeth
sore'" (II. 556-9), which could indicate her passivity or lifelessness, since she
claims that she will be satisfied simply to look on the possessions of
Launcelot. So while neither woman is supposed to be able to speak as artist,
by maintaining their image of these women as silent bodies, the poet and the
monks have material from which they can create.
Both Gaynor and the Lady of Ascolot are isolated throughout the
poem; they weep for their losses and for the losses of the nation, yet it is a
weeping that is presented as insufficient or as self-gorging- it is excessive,
for it gets swallowed up by the woman who weeps; she articulates it, but no
one will understand it, so it does not live on as art. In fact, their weeping is
turned entirely inward. to a point of sickness. When begging for a knight to
fight for her, to speak for her, Gaynor "wept and gave her ill" (I. 1356). The
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poet shows us, although it is not clear that he recognizes this, that silencing
these women by refusing to listen to them does not quiet them. Instead, it
makes their story seem both urgent and tortured.
So while the poem is saturated with instances of women weeping, it
seems that this is not excess but rather a desperate but never-ending attempt
at expression. Very early in the poem, we find that: "The queene wept and
sighed sore...J! (I. 1340) "Then she wept and gave her ill ... II (I. 1356)"
Loude gan she weep and grede ... II (I. 1390) 1150 dolefully mone gan she
make... " (I. 1406) liThe queene wept and gave her ill. .. " (I. 1419). Yet no
one in the poem really listens, for they assume that she is merely excessive,
that she is producing nothing, and so she receives only "grete pitee" (I. 1428)
and she is blamed for the division of the court. According to the knights, II'She
hath Launcelot du Lake/Brought out of ower company.... But we will not so
glad her make,lBefore we ne suffer her to be sorry" (II. 1453-8). We see that,
although she cannot speak, she is read and understood by the knights as
disruptive; her utterances disturb them, and so they read her voice to meet
their own desires.
Gaynor's voice, then, seems to be buried by the project of unity, while
no one acknowledges her direct role in artistic creation. Her words are
understood only when they fit her role as an individuating woman; her
weeping says nothing, it only reaffirms the knights' vision of her separateness
and of her place as wedged between the men of the court. And while the
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monks are the artists at the end of the poem, the poem itself is art, and we
can even examine chivalry and battle as forms of art, all of which are able to
be produced through the deaths of women. By recognizing that Gaynor,
under the rules of chivalric culture, should not act for herself, Arthur and his
knights can see her as dead, and they are then able to continue the
production of the artistry of battle and of chivalry in the name of Gaynor; it is
the silenced woman who enables them to create. For example, when Gaynor
is accused of murdering "A swithe noble Scottish knight" (I. 938), the knights
can then play out their roles of knightly chivalry; one knight must fight in her
name just as Orpheus sings in the name of his beloved Eurydice. Although
the knight's "art" may save Gaynor's life while Orpheus creates his art for its
own sake, both men's creations stem from women who seem silenced.
It is interesting too that, before Gaynor is put in the position of being
nearly unable to act for herself or to speak her innocence and be heard, both
she and Arthur follow the script set out by Theweleit, which is a script that
resembles Merina death rituals as well, where women must resign themselves
to the burden of dead bodies in order for men to create eternity or to continue
their transcendent existence. In an effort to understand this tendency for the
artist to step aside when his beloved is faced with death and for the woman to
remain passive, Theweleit explores the similarities between the relationship of
Gottfried and Hertha Benn and that of Orpheus and Eurydice. He writes,
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is this all ill fate... ? Or does it result from a more or less conscious
action on the part of both Gottfried and Hertha Benn under the spell of
the idea that the artist- Orpheus- may sacrifice his beloved Eurydice
in order to guarantee the further production of works of art, and that
she, Eurydice, to a certain extent knows this, and somewhat willingly
submits to her fate? (138)
It does seem that the "idea of the artist" is powerful enough to be spell-like, for
it promises eternity to all of us and respite from pain. The Merina women
seem trance-like as they carry the bodies, and their men step aside as they
immerse themselves in death. In the name of tradition, of continuance, the
Merina illustrate how easily we' submit ourselves to death.
The artists attempt to deny Gaynor agency by refusing to listen to her
weeping and by insisting on the necessity of her role in their production.
When Gaynor is accused of murder and is verbally attacked by the Scottish
knight's brother, Arthur steps aside, consciously placing his wife's fate in the
hands of an angry knight; he sacrifices her for the continuance of the court,
which is his artistic creation:
The king full sore that gan him drede,
For he might not be again the right;
The queen of wit walde nighe wede,
Though that she aguilte had no wight.
(II. 912-15)
And so Gaynor, like Hertha and Eurydice, is placed sacrificially on the path
toward death; she needs to die or to be almost dead so that the men who love
her may articulate that love to the world, and, in the world of Arthurs court,
this love would be articulated by the knight who fights for her. The poet and
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Arthur feel her loss acutely, yet it is a tragedy that must be played out by the
knight as artist and, because she is assumed guilty of murder by these men,
she knows that she is already dead. It seems that it would be useless to try to
speak since her voice will not be heard; they are looking for the art that will
reunite these men rather than fodhe voice that can articulate only particular
interests, "For well she wiste to dethe she yede,lYif she were on a quest of
knightes" (II. 918-9). And this assumption of guilt reaffirms that her voice
needs to be contained, and that, despite her identity as the great King Arthur's
queen, she intrudes and divides.
Still, she continues to speak and to protest. She cries, "Alas... and
wele-a-wo,rrhat ever I might life in lede" (II. 652-53). Although she could be
read as speaking for the good of the nation here, her wish to have never been
born reminds us of her position. She is stuck, her voice gets reread by
everyone, and these words, which resonate of weeping, are another attempt
at articulating something that no one wants to hear. Yet while Gaynor's voice
seems more easily reappropriated by the poet and his male characters, the
voice of the Lady of Ascolot and her role as non-artist is a bit more
complicated, for she does attempt to speak through writing as well. Still, just
as Gaynor seems to speak loudly when she can be read as speaking against
unity, the Lady of Ascolot is positioned to intrude and divide as well. She
imposes herself between Launcelot and Gaynor and she divides them and the
kingdom through her articulation of lies to Gawain, yet she is made beautiful
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to Arthur and Gawain by the poet for, when they find her dead body floating
down the river, they are touched by her youth and beauty. Sir Gawain says,
"For sooth, deth was too unhende,
When he wolde thus fair a thing
Thus yonge out of the world do wend;
For her beautee, without leesing,
I wolde fain wite of her kind,
What she was, this sweet derling,
And in her life where she gan lede."
(II. 1001-7)
They soon find a note that she had written to explain her death, and so she is
granted a voice by the poet through her writing of the note. Yet in it, she
speaks mostly of the courtesy and nobility of Arthur and his court, "That
courtais been and most of mightes/Doughty and noble, trew and stable" (II.
1050-51). In her note, then, she speaks as an artist, for her words are those
that transcend time by speaking of the truths about these men for all men.
Clearly, though, it is more her body that speaks for her to Arthur and Gawain,
since it is her beautiful body that gives weight to her words when read by them
and since she is made beautiful to us through the art of the poet. When
deliberately represented by the poet as an artist, the Lady of Ascolot loses the
power of authorship.
It seems, then, that the voice given to both Gaynor and the Lady of
Ascolot is meant to illustrate their intrusion upon Arthurs project. The poet
sets up the women against each other; both function to divide the kingdom,
yet their goals are portrayed as at odds, since they both love Launcelot. This
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conflict enables the poet to maintain the isolation of the women characters
and to continue the opposition of unified men and fragmented women.
And so women's voices are presented as competing, which is an
attempt to keep them nullified. When the Lady of Ascolot speaks falsely of
mutual love between herself and Launcelot, since this is the language granted
to women because it is the language of division, she is easily heard. Merely
by being spoken, the love affair becomes real enough to destroy Gaynor, who
cries, "'Now thou levest for her sake/All thy deed of armes bold;/I may wofully
weep and wakelln clay till be clongen cold!1II (II. 748-51). Upon learning the
"truth" as spoken by the Lady of Ascolot, Gaynor can see nothing but a
solitary future, where her sorrow is directed solely at herself. She turns her
voice inward, her self-gorging weeping will suffocate her, for she needs it to
bear her down through the earth. Without access to the symbolic, she must
suffer through an "implosive mood" (Kristeva 29). Still, the Lady of Ascolot's
articulation makes the love affair real in an ugly, physical sense, for it
destroys the thing between Launcelot and Gaynor, it speaks for particular
interests- it is not real in an artistic sense, for it does not transcend the hurt
felt by individuals in order to present something beautiful that speaks for
everyone. Yet because of the Lady of Ascolot's words, Gaynor is able to act
only toward death; rather than seek reconciliation or explanation, Gaynor
resigns herself to mourning and weeping, for she has not been granted the
role of transcendence. By longing for the inanimate cold of death, Gaynor
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shows us that she realizes that this is the only place left open for her. As a
woman, death offers her a final end where she will simply be "clongen cold,"
where she will finally be offered the peace not of being whole, but of being
outside the realm of the symbolic, which continually refuses to recognize her
voice. She must therefore offer Launcelot the means to carry on and to
continue in life, while she must undertake the burden of mourning and
weeping, until death allows her to stop, for their separation:
"But, Launcelot, I beseech thee here,
Sithe it needelinges shall be so,
That thou never more diskere
The love that hath betwixt us two,
Ne that she never be with thee so dere,
Deed of armes that thou be fro,
That I may of thy body here,
Sithe I shall thus beleve in wo."
(11.752-9)
Again, the poet allows Gaynor to take up this death-like position almost
willingly, where she is inactive and inconsequential, and Launcelot allows her
to by taking leave of her. He exits her chamber and "Almost she slew herselfe
there" (I. 775). So, just as Arthur steps aside when Gaynor is accused of
treason, Launcelot exits when he sees that Gaynor has easily resigned
herself to a secondary, almost non-existent position.
Meanwhile, the Lady of Ascolot suffers and weeps as well, yet she has
not yet resigned herself to a silent, death-like life, for she tries to take action
through false articulation; she resigns herself totally to death, or physically to
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death, only when she suffers from the guilt of her lie and from her refused love
of Launcelot. She can be despised as well, for she has deliberately spoken
falsely of Launcelot; but her death becomes beautiful and tragic through the
eyes of Gawain and Arthur, who see her dead body floating down the river.
This image strangely resembles the image of the artist Orpheus, whose "head
drifted down the river, still singing and endowing the world with his wisdom"
(Theweleit 135), but the Lady's body is silent, for she is not allowed to speak
as the artist. She is the author of a text, but it is a text that cannot be heard,
for it speaks of death and it reveals certain "truths" that no one wants to
recognize. She reminds Arthur and Gawain of the deadly cost of loss, and
they rewrite that loss. Yet, as readers we are not so easily satisfied to dismiss
it and to reassign it. Arthur and Gawain do not want to recognize her as
speaking transcendent wisdom; she shows them only beauty. And this is not
simply an unfortunate reality, it is horrifying, for the beauty comes from her
silent, dead body. Just as Theweleit claims that the artist chooses to love
women who are about to die, Gawain and Arthur choose to find beauty in a
woman who is already dead.
She has, however, written the reason for her death, but we read it
written by the poet of the Stanzaic and interpreted by Gawain and Arthur.
Again, this makes an interesting connection to Theweleit, who insists that the
artist has a tendency to choose a typist as his beloved, for she serves as the
thing through which his art can be produced the most quickly and, unlike the
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private male secretary who "had to memorize what was dictated to him and
therefore was forced to think and feel on the same cultural level as his master.
. . she need not understand what she types and therefore needs no further
training than thal of a sharp ear and quick fingers" (151). Therefore, the Lady
of Ascolot is denied a position equal to that of the men who are reading her,
for the men must still read her. She may have initially written the words
without being dictated to by a master, but we do not receive them until they
have been read and made art by Gawain, Arthur, and the poet. She is still
represented as the body rather than the head; she has still been the
instrument of division and confusion rather than the creator of unity and
understanding through the interpreting and voicing of her own losses and
experiences of death. Still, she is not entirely voiceless, for her utterances
have disturbed things. The poet allows Gawain and Arthur to overcome her
words, but her opposition remains in the text of the poem, and they disrupt the
reader's comfort.
The Stanzaic leaves us disturbed, for it is plagued with the "full won (I.
80) of women. It is their disruptions, however, that speak to us as readers
and that erupt in the poet's work. They are not entirely silenced by the
knights who fight for them or by the poet who speaks for them, for they persist.
They are necessary to the production of art; they must divide and die in order
to set up unity as beauty. But they refuse to do this silently, and they produce
their own art that both counters and resembles the Orphic image of
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transcendent beauty, loss, pain, and knowledge. They speak in a language
that is not understood by Arthur and his court, but that succeeds in telling the
story of suffering and loss just as well. The poet, the monks, and the knights
use women to get them to their point of transcendence; they are necessary to
the poet's story and to the story's division versus unity, they assist in the
division and the death that the monks must overcome, and they gather the
decaying Arthur so that he can die. The connection between women and
death is horrifying, but the opposition voiced by Gaynor and the Lady of
Ascolot through their distressing weeping and torment forces this connection
to be uncomfortable and therefore questionable.
By designating these women as silent bodies, we continue to keep
women that way. We must consider who gets to speak articulately in and
through this poem, however, since the poem, as art, is used to speak for all of
us. The poem is meant to provide public access to a story that speaks for
everyone. Although we are left with a beautiful image at the end of the poem,
where the monks sing, calling for unity and promising a future while reclaiming
all that has happened in the poem, the voices of the weeping women still
resonate. The poet has nearly successfully contained them within a beautiful
poem, as have the knights in their nobility and the monks with their
transcendent voices. Still, the weeping women have disrupted the line of the
poem so often and with such tortured voices that we must begin to listen to
their story.
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